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Excess Baggage –

Why your MRO supply chain
has too much inventory

Inventory management is a key issue for aircraft operators.
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By Samuel Engel and Hal Chrisman, ICF Aviation

M

ost airlines today are stocking nearly two million dollars of
spare parts per aircraft. A number of airlines carry over $4
million of inventory per aircraft. In almost every case, that
is too much.

ICF estimates that there is over $50 billion of spare parts inventory in
the MRO supply chain. A situation that is costing the industry well over
$10 billion annually, with consequences extending far beyond just the
substantial value of tied-up capital. As Lean practitioners have demonstrated for decades, excess inventory is a form of waste that hides
inefficiencies and generates its own management costs – including
regulatory paperwork, securing additional storage space, inconsistent
component yield and accounting write-downs. Additionally, obsolete inventory substantially exacerbates these issues and swells upkeep costs.

Most traditional inventory models were developed to support manufacturing processes in which there is a predictable relationship between
production and supply: one car always needs four wheels, four brake
rotors and one steering wheel. Stocking for aircraft maintenance, on the
other hand, has many more unknowns, such as: what will fail, when
will it go, where will the aircraft be, what other parts will be necessary to
resolve it? All of these questions add uncertainty to the stock equation,
which in turn causes overbuying behaviors that swell inventory levels.

Even under power-by-the-hour contracts and exchange programmes,
in which an airline doesn’t think it is paying for the stock, unnecessary
inventory drives hidden costs to the airline and, ultimately, higher PBH
rates. Inventory is an important driver of PBH rates and the PBH supplier
is more likely to be focused on avoiding the onerous penalties associated with not meeting contract guarantees than they are to be focused
on minimising the inventory holdings (and thus the PBH rate).

Historically, many airlines and MROs have addressed this problem by
stocking using historical consumption data, taking shipping, turn times,
and the MEL into consideration, and using the manufacturer’s Recommended Spare Parts List. What these methods overlook is just how much
we know about the future that can narrow some of the uncertainty. An
airline knows, for example, where the aircraft will fly, where different
maintenance capabilities are located, the failure rates and cost of each
component, the statistical distribution of those failures, what maintenance events are going to be due and what defects are likely to accompany these checks – itself a function of the aircraft’s age and usage. A
stock model based on an accurate view of the future is always going to
be sharper than one based on the past.

There are a number of reasons traditional parts stock models result
in oversupply. All of them can be overcome with today’s optimisation
tools. The most important issues — and therefore opportunities — lie
in connecting inventory models with the practicalities of how aircraft
maintenance is actually planned and performed. ICF has experienced a
few of the most sophisticated inventory optimisation tools that improve
fill rates of parts when and where needed in the high 90th percentile,
multiples above traditional models.

It’s just as important for an airline to have inventory in the right place
as it is to have enough overall. The same forward view that informs
demand for parts can also illuminate where the parts need to be. For an
airline with multiple maintenance bases, the question is not only where
aircraft will rest overnight, but also which base has the necessary skills
and tooling to perform repairs. The specific aircraft types being flown on
each route in an airline’s network also affect what parts will be needed
and more importantly, where they will be needed. Getting this part of the
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There is over $50 billion of spare parts inventory in the MRO supply chain.
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puzzle right helps avoid the all-too-common experience of parts arriving
at a base for a repair just after the aircraft with the defect has departed.

ning therefore needs to take account of Bills of Materials and related
pieces.

What’s more, a shortage in one location can have wildly different impact on the airline than a shortage in another. At a hub airport, you
might have spare aircraft available, alternatives to rebook passengers
and ground staff available above and below the wing. At a remote outstation, on the other hand, an AOG could mean stranding passengers
overnight and an expensive air freight bill for the parts.

Finally, inventory planning frequently has historically been more of a
technical function than a financial one. And technical staff or line station
managers were generally measured on dispatch reliability, not inventory
costs. They always consider more inventory to be a good thing. Typically,
an airline will aim for a certain dispatch reliability rate, back into the
necessary fill rate and then engage Finance in some sort of negotiation. Investment cost becomes an output – one where the incentives and
objectives of one party to the negotiation are diametrically opposed to
those of another.

Another simplification of many traditional stock models is that they treat
each part as if it had independent demand. For example, the models will
set a 90% fill rate for a flap actuator. However, in practice, maintenance
planners and techs know that the actuator is no use without the proper
fasteners and associated hardware. There’s no sense having multiple
flap actuators on-hand if you can’t complete a repair. Inventory plan-

In ICF’s experience, there is power in reversing the equation: for a given
level of investment, what is the optimal inventory mix to deliver the highest level of service? That is, which parts deliver the greatest fill rate improvement for their cost? And which parts deliver the greatest reduction
in AOG expenditure (time and money) for their cost?
Even with the most advanced inventory model, execution remains a
challenge. Making the model work requires all of the pieces to work together like clockwork. Success requires the proper organisational structure, aligned incentives, and logical, integrated business processes – all
in addition to a robust analytical model.
Inventory management may not appear as valuable as other core operations, but like so many aspects of aviation, the rewards for doing it
well are high. For instance, reducing inventory holdings by $100 million
will reduce the inventory holding costs to the operator by more than
$20 million annually. But, in addition to the obvious holding cost savings, getting the right inventory in the right locations will reduce AOGs,
minimise aircraft and engine repair turn-around-times, limit the number
of MELs, and by doing all of this, customer satisfaction is improved dramatically. The positive impact of optimising inventory holdings will reach
into the “far corners” of an airline’s operations – and the cost savings
from optimisation can be significant.
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